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AT M O S P H E R I C  S C I E N C E

Physical science research needed to evaluate the 
viability and risks of marine cloud brightening
Graham Feingold1*, Virendra P. Ghate2, Lynn M. Russell3, Peter Blossey4, Will Cantrell5,  
Matthew W. Christensen6, Michael S. Diamond7, Andrew Gettelman6, Franziska Glassmeier8, 
Edward Gryspeerdt9, James Haywood10, Fabian Hoffmann11, Colleen M. Kaul6,  
Matthew Lebsock12, Allison C. McComiskey13, Daniel T. McCoy14, Yi Ming15,  
Johannes Mülmenstädt6, Anna Possner16, Prasanth Prabhakaran1,17, Patricia K. Quinn18,  
K. Sebastian Schmidt19, Raymond A. Shaw5, Clare E. Singer20, Armin Sorooshian21, Velle Toll22, 
Jessica S. Wan3, Robert Wood4, Fan Yang13, Jianhao Zhang1,17, Xue Zheng23

Marine cloud brightening (MCB) is the deliberate injection of aerosol particles into shallow marine clouds to in-
crease their reflection of solar radiation and reduce the amount of energy absorbed by the climate system. From 
the physical science perspective, the consensus of a broad international group of scientists is that the viability of 
MCB will ultimately depend on whether observations and models can robustly assess the scale- up of local- to- 
global brightening in today’s climate and identify strategies that will ensure an equitable geographical distribu-
tion of the benefits and risks associated with projected regional changes in temperature and precipitation. To 
address the physical science knowledge gaps required to assess the societal implications of MCB, we propose a 
substantial and targeted program of research—field and laboratory experiments, monitoring, and numerical 
modeling across a range of scales.

INTRODUCTION
As the evidence for a warming planet and the concomitant effects on 
temperature and precipitation extremes mounts (1), there are in-
creasing calls for studying whether deliberate intervention in the 
climate system could help avoid the worst impacts on human popu-
lations and ecosystems (2–4). For example, solar radiation manage-
ment (SRM) proposes to reduce the amount of energy absorbed into 
the climate system by increasing the reflection of incoming solar 
radiation into space (5). SRM does not address the fundamental 
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and carbon dioxide, with-
out which a lasting reversal of global warming cannot be achieved; 
rather, SRM is proposed as a possible means to temporarily counter-
act global warming, while these decarbonization efforts are pursued. 
SRM would not reduce deleterious effects associated with CO2 such 
as ocean acidification. The two leading approaches to SRM are 
stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI), the injection of particles into 
the stratosphere to reflect some fraction of incoming solar radiation, 
and marine cloud brightening (MCB), the injection of aerosol par-
ticles into low- level, liquid marine clouds that typically cover large 

areas of subtropical oceans to increase their reflectance of solar ra-
diation (6). As MCB is generally acknowledged to have greater un-
certainty in its technical feasibility than SAI, this assessment 
addresses MCB.

The underlying physical processes
The microphysical underpinning of MCB is the occurrence of 
bright, linear features in cloud fields that sometimes appear down-
wind of ships and volcanoes. Such features were identified in early 
satellite photos of cloud fields by Conover (7), who attributed them 
to ship emissions that led to higher aerosol and cloud droplet con-
centrations. They have since become known as “ship tracks.”

MCB proposals would use saltwater spray instead of plumes of 
sulfur- rich emissions from ship stacks or volcanoes to increase the 
aerosol concentration in the boundary layer. The droplets in the 
saltwater spray would evaporate to produce fine aerosol haze parti-
cles (equivalent dry diameter of approximately 50 nm) that would 
ideally be carried up to the cloud layer by turbulent and convective 
air motions. In the clouds, the plume of increased aerosol particles 
would lead to elevated cloud droplet concentrations compared to 
the surrounding region. As a cloud with higher droplet concentra-
tion reflects more sunlight back to space than a similar cloud with 
lower droplet concentration (8), MCB has the potential to be an ef-
fective SRM technique, at least at the local scale (9–11). Figure  1 
provides a visual of some of the key small- scale aerosol–cloud–
marine boundary layer processes that are at the heart of MCB, and 
their desired enhancement of cloud brightness (or reflectance).

To date, there is observational, theoretical, and modeling evi-
dence that an increase in aerosol particle concentration can result in 
higher drop concentrations and brighter clouds. Less clear is how 
cloud amount (the amount of liquid water, spatial coverage, and 
cloud persistence) responds to aerosol perturbations. Both positive 
and negative liquid water adjustments (12–17) and cloud fraction 
adjustments (18–21) have been documented. Increases in cloud 
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amount (positive adjustments) are associated with rain suppression 
(22), while enhanced evaporation of smaller droplets (23) and en-
trainment feedback (24–26) tend to reduce cloud amount (negative 
adjustments). These adjustments depend on cloud state, time, and 
scale and have an inordinately large impact on whether cloud scenes 
become brighter or darker (19, 27–29). The initial increase in drop 
concentration and associated brightening, together with these ad-
justments, determines the “susceptibility” of clouds to aerosol per-
turbations (defined throughout this document as the change in 
reflectance for an incremental change in aerosol) and therefore the 
potential effectiveness of MCB. The problem has long been studied 
in the context of the climate forcing associated with aerosol- cloud 
interactions, the least well- understood and most poorly quantified 
of all climate forcings (30). Figure 2 sketches the key processes de-
picted in Fig. 1, key geophysical variables, and potential response 
pathways—both favorable and unfavorable—along which changes 
in cloud reflectance might occur.

Warm marine boundary layer stratocumulus clouds that blanket 
vast areas of eastern subtropical oceans have typically been consid-
ered ideal candidates for MCB; however, these cloud decks exhibit 
distinct seasonal and diurnal cycles (31, 32) associated with changes 
in regional meteorology and covarying aerosol conditions that affect 
their susceptibility to aerosol injections (33). For example, despite 
the regularity of ship traffic, ship tracks are not always visible; their 
manifestation in terms of brightening depends on factors such as 
meteorological conditions, the characteristics of the cloud, and the 
background aerosol, to name a few (9, 15, 34–36). Potential changes 
in the frequency of occurrence, amount, and susceptibility of these 
clouds in a warmer world and the possibility that MCB activities 

might, in turn, modify these properties exemplify the complex mul-
tiscale nature of the problem.

Scope of this paper
This paper will focus on the physical science challenges and risks of 
MCB. It will draw heavily on our broader understanding of aerosol- 
cloud interactions in the climate system based on many years of ma-
rine boundary layer cloud studies and consider the particular 
knowledge gaps and challenges specific to MCB. Analogs to MCB 
like ship tracks and effusive volcanic eruptions will be considered, 
with the recognition that while none of these provide complete evi-
dence for MCB effectiveness, several provide constraints on the 
magnitudes of the relevant processes.

The broader social, ethical, ecological, economic, and gover-
nance aspects of MCB and its research, as outlined in the NASEM 
Report (2), will not be discussed—primarily because the authors 
lack expertise in these fields. Furthermore, the recommendation in 
(2) is for the establishment of an SRM research program conditional 
on the simultaneous commitment to decarbonization. The absence 
of treatment of these societal aspects should in no way be construed 
as a dismissal of their importance.

VIABILITY
To assess whether MCB could be technically viable requires quantifi-
cation of the radiative forcing associated with aerosol- cloud- climate 
interactions. MCB is built on the idea that a local scale (on the order 
of 10 km) or regional scale (on the order of 100 km) injection of 
particles into clouds can influence the reflectance of incoming solar 

Fig. 1. Marine cloud brightening proposals using ship- based generators. Aerosol particle generators would ingest seawater and produce fine aerosol haze droplets 
with an equivalent dry diameter of approximately 50 nm. in optimal conditions, many of these haze droplets would be lofted into the cloud by updrafts, where they would 
modify cloud microphysics processes, such as increasing droplet number concentrations, suppressing rain formation, and extending the coverage and lifetime of the 
clouds. At the cloud scale, the degree of cloud brightening and surface cooling would depend on just how effectively the droplet number concentrations can be in-
creased, droplet sizes reduced, and cloud amount and lifetime increased. On the left are shown details of the key aerosol, cloud, dynamics, and radiation processes in the 
marine boundary layer that are the foundation of McB in shallow liquid clouds that reside close to the earth’s ocean surface (104). The strong coupling between these 
processes presents interesting challenges and opportunities for understanding the outcomes of seawater haze injections into these clouds.
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radiation (albedo) at globally relevant scales. [MCB is sometimes 
also considered as a means to reduce temperatures in sensitive eco-
systems at regional scales, such as coral reefs (37–39).] Global rele-
vance requires consideration of MCB within the context of the Earth 
system. Figure  3 depicts how local- to- regional scale perturbations 
contribute to the global radiation budget, along with associated feed-
back to the atmospheric state, which in turn affects the likelihood of 
the success of MCB. Current assessments of aerosol- cloud- climate 
forcing based on Earth system models (ESMs) and other lines of evi-
dence suggest that anthropogenic pollution, emitted by large popula-
tion centers, industries, and other human activities but distributed 
globally by general circulation, has introduced a global cooling effect 
of −1.3 ± 0.7 W m−2 (30), offsetting approximately one- third of the 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas warming by CO2, CH4, and other 
trace gasses via both its direct radiative effect and its influence on 
clouds (30, 40).

Estimates of the radiative effect of emissions from shipping 
traffic, the primary analog for proposed MCB activities, vary con-
siderably: Observational studies of manually detected ship tracks 
suggest a global forcing in the range of −0.0004 to −0.0006 W m−2 
(41) but such low estimates are likely to be heavily biased toward 
the less frequently occurring strongly visible tracks (42, 43). Esti-
mates of regional radiative forcing due to emissions from an entire 
shipping corridor (44, 45) are orders of magnitude larger than 
those obtained by Schreier et al. (41). Global modeling studies 
suggest a range of −0.06 to −0.6 W m−2 (46–50). These high un-
certainties are the result of uncertainties in aerosol emissions, pre-
industrial aerosol amounts, the susceptibility of cloud reflectance 
to aerosol perturbations, the difficulty of detecting aerosol signals 
in noisy background cloud fields, and our imperfect models (e.g., 
poorly resolved aerosol loading, cloud amount, and aerosol- cloud 
interactions).

The local- to- regional nature of the proposed MCB intervention 
presents similar challenges to the quantification of aerosol- cloud- 
climate forcing. A robust understanding of the global implications 
of a locally- to- regionally based seeding effort requires far better 
resolution than is currently achievable in ESMs—and even global 
storm resolving models (grid spacing of a few km)—so that the ex-
tent to which local- to- regional injections scale up to global changes 
in reflectance is highly uncertain. At the scale of an updraft, micro-
physically detailed parcel models can resolve the size and composi-
tion dependence of aerosol growth to droplet sizes. At scales on the 
order of 10 to 100 km, large eddy simulation (LES) models that re-
solve the most important processes and scales (tens to hundreds of 
meters) are well suited to quantifying aerosol- related cloud bright-
ening and cloud amount adjustments but are unable to represent 
larger- scale responses in space and time. The ability to capture a 
range of responses richer than those obtained from large- scale mod-
els is foundational for a more robust understanding of local- to- 
global responses [see, e.g., (51)].

At the observational end, decades of data acquired by surface 
sites, in situ aircraft missions, and more recently uncrewed aerial 
systems (UASs, generally known as drones), have taught us much 
about cloud microphysics: droplet formation, drop growth, and 
rain formation [see, e.g., (9, 52–55)]. Satellite- based remote sens-
ing that uses microphysical and optical property measurements 
to measure cloud brightening and dimming [see, e.g., (15)] is our 
primary tool for monitoring aerosol- cloud interactions from the 
kilometer scale to the global scale. While global studies have fo-
cused on the climate forcing question, studies at the shipping 
lane (44, 45, 56) or even individual ship- track scale [see, e.g., (17, 
57)] have addressed more microphysically oriented questions 
(Fig. 1). Analytical tools that follow individual ship tracks, even 
if they are hard to detect, are a recent addition to this line of 

Fig. 2. Primary microphysical pathways between system variables in response to marine cloud brightening. Blue arrows indicate pathways along which clouds are 
optimally brightened and red arrows indicate counterproductive pathways that offset cloud brightening. Gold text boxes indicate the processes that drive the changes in 
variables. Plus (+) and minus (−) signs indicate the expected response of the receiving variables. The separation of cloud microphysics (i.e., “drop concentration”) and 
cloud macrophysics (“cloud water and cloud fraction”) represents the impact of injected aerosol directly via aerosol- cloud interactions and cloud adjustments. The two 
competing pathways between drop concentration and cloud water and cloud fraction reflect the documented possibility of both desirable (suppression of drop coales-
cence; blue) and undesirable (droplet evaporation; red) responses. The desirable pathway is characterized by increased drop concentration, larger cloud water and cloud 
fraction, and, if some precipitation does fall and evaporate below the cloud, resuspension of aerosol into the atmosphere. The undesirable pathway suffers from drop 
evaporation, precipitation, and removal of aerosol to the surface—all of which reduce drop concentration, cloud water, and cloud fraction. note that all of these micro-
physical processes act in clouds, and a major challenge would be to seed in optimal conditions and with optimally sized aerosol particles so as to enhance brightening.
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research (42, 58). However, detection of these signals against a 
highly variable regional background presents challenges [see, 
e.g., (59, 60)].

We, therefore, address the question of whether we could create 
a carefully designed MCB research program, using our current 
modeling and observational tools, to establish the technical viabil-
ity and risks of augmenting aerosol- cloud cooling on a global scale 
through the application of marine injections and, if not, what 
would be needed to do so. The question becomes even more perti-
nent when one considers that, in the interests of public health, an-
thropogenic aerosol emissions have already been reduced in some 
regions and are projected to decrease in others in the coming de-
cades (61). Current aerosol emission monitoring (62, 63) suggests 
less offsetting of warming associated with long- lived greenhouse 
gasses, exposing the planet and its inhabitants to enhanced cli-
mate change.

Thirty- one physical scientists working in the field of aerosol- 
cloud- radiation interactions gathered at a workshop in April 2022 to 
review critical issues, assess knowledge and knowledge gaps, and 
build on the roadmap for MCB research proposed by Diamond et al. 
(64). While the number of participants was limited for practical rea-
sons, the group represented a wide range of skill sets, ideas, and view-
points on MCB. The following is a distillation of the workshop 
deliberations and a recasting of some of the ideas addressed in the 
workshop report (65).

The contingencies
In the course of the workshop and the writing of the report, it became 
apparent that the technical feasibility of MCB is contingent on a num-
ber of factors, all of which translate to specific challenges, knowledge 
gaps, and research needs. As in (64), the structure of the following 
discussion tracks broadly with increasing spatial and temporal scale 
of the processes, with no ranking of their importance implied by 
their ordering.

Generation of particles with specified size distribution
The generated sea spray droplets injected into the atmosphere would 
need to be produced with a size distribution that increases cloud 
drop concentration substantially. This requires consideration of 
both the seeded particle size and the background aerosol size distri-
bution. Moreover, one would need to avoid seeding with droplets 
that are small enough to have deleterious effects on the evaporation 
of cloud water (Fig. 2) (66), or giant cloud condensation nuclei (par-
ticles >2- μm dry diameter) that tend to initiate rainfall (67)—both 
of which would act to reduce cloud brightness (66, 68).
Delivery of particles to cloud base
Sea spray aerosol particles generated by proposed MCB technology 
would need to be lofted up to the cloud base to affect cloud micro-
physics, which, for surface sprayers, would require marine bound-
ary layers with strong enough vertical mixing to counteract the 
stabilization associated with the evaporating sea spray particles [see, 
e.g., (69)]. Alternative distribution methods using aircraft or fleets 
of UASs would provide more targeted delivery but present aerosol- 
generation challenges (70).
Microphysical- dynamical feedback (“cloud adjustments”)
Because the local adjustments in cloud cover or thickness in re-
sponse to aerosol injections can be either positive or negative, po-
tential losses in cloud water and cloud cover would have to be small 
enough for the seeded cloudy scene to be brighter. Alternatively, an 
ideal case for MCB deployment would be where seeding is effective 
at suppressing precipitation and increasing cloud amount (along 
with its ability to sustain itself through longwave radiative cooling), 
thus enhancing scene brightening even further (Fig. 2, blue arrows). 
However, microphysical- dynamical boundary layer feedback asso-
ciated with entrainment and negative adjustments is more complex 
[see, e.g., (25)] and is, in general, poorly quantified. A visual exam-
ple of a negative adjustment is the formation of dark (cloud- free) 
regions that sometimes flank ship tracks; these are associated with a 
circulation that is generated transverse to the track (18, 71).

Fig. 3. How MCB fits into the atmospheric component of the Earth system. The McB box subsumes processes and pathways as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Gold 
boxes indicate the changes (Δ) in key variables along the pathways indicated. McB modifies the radiation budget by increasing aerosol emissions, albeit in a very 
targeted manner, potentially offsetting some of the radiative effects of greenhouse gasses. Radiation influences and responds to the atmospheric/oceanic state (Δ in 
temperature, pressure, and circulation), which together with changes in the background aerosol, sets the stage for changes in cloud susceptibility and the potential 
for McB cooling. The feedback loop between radiation and the atmospheric/oceanic state illustrates how McB might influence regional temperature and precipitation 
patterns.
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Climatological susceptibility of clouds
Clouds with a high susceptibility to seeding would need to exist fre-
quently enough, and with large enough spatial coverage, for local 
cooling to be globally relevant. Given the dependence of cloud 
brightening susceptibility on meteorological factors, background 
aerosol conditions, and meteorological- aerosol covariability, a clear 
understanding of how susceptibility varies over the diurnal and sea-
sonal cycles in concert with meteorological and aerosol conditions 
would be essential (33, 72–74).
Detectability
The stratocumulus decks that are considered primary targets for 
MCB are characterized by high albedo variability (60). Recent sulfur 
shipping emissions (on the order of 10 Tg sulfate year−1 before 2020 
regulations) (75) generate weak regional- scale albedo enhancement 
signals that require years to detect (44, 45, 60), a timescale that may 
be too long to allow for adjustments to seeding strategies—or for a 
cessation of activities if undesirable responses begin to emerge. Suc-
cessful climate- relevant MCB would thus be contingent on the abil-
ity to detect its effect at timescales appropriate for decision- making 
(on the order of 1 year).
Global and regional impacts on temperature and precipitation
The impact of MCB on global temperature and precipitation patterns 
via its influence on sea surface temperatures carries the potential for 
serious risks that might arise as a result of unfavorable circulation re-
sponses (76, 77). This risk must be weighed against the potential risk 
of unfavorable circulation responses projected to occur in emission 
scenarios without MCB. There is no guarantee that the positive im-
pacts of cooling the planet globally would outweigh potential negative 
regional impacts (78). Effective strategies would need to minimize 
negative regional impacts that may be far removed from seeding loca-
tions, particularly in sensitive ecosystems, and where human popula-
tions and other living organisms might be placed under stress (Fig. 3). 
The distinct possibility that some regions of the planet might benefit 
from climate intervention while others may suffer quickly enters the 
realm of governance, social science, and ethics. Although these are not 
the topics of this review, addressing these issues seriously is crucial to 
any climate intervention research activity [see, e.g., (2)].

A PATH FORWARD
Assessing the physical/technical feasibility of MCB and addressing 
the challenges outlined above require a greater understanding of 
MCB- specific aerosol- cloud- radiation interactions, boundary layer 
turbulence, cloud dynamics, and cloud- circulation coupling at the 
full range of atmospheric scales (64). Although these topics have 
been longstanding areas of inquiry within the atmospheric sciences, 
deliberate seeding carries some more specific challenges. Thus far, 
LES model simulations and analyses of cloud properties within ship 
tracks using in  situ measurements and remote sensing retrievals 
have been the primary process- oriented tools for studying MCB 
[see, e.g., (71, 79, 80)], while climate models have addressed large- 
scale responses [see, e.g., (81–84)]. Below, we discuss specific actions 
to provide the tools and data needed to assess the physical science 
basis, approach, and potential consequences of MCB.

Figure 4 summarizes the elements of a comprehensive and coor-
dinated research effort, which will include a considerable effort in 
multiscale modeling, with appropriate constraints from laboratory 
measurements and field observations. The effort will need to be both 
integrative and iterative. Satellite remote sensing and model reanalysis 

products will play a key role in providing a regional- to- global perspec-
tive while in situ ship, aircraft, and UAS measurements will provide a 
more detailed view of aerosol and cloud microphysics, dynamics, and 
radiation. Modeling efforts will need to balance detailed representa-
tion of the small- scale processes, and cover large domains—up to 
global scales. Details are furnished in the discussion below. Ideas are 
synthesized thematically, and without prioritization.

Field and laboratory work
Establish a long- running, single- point emission perturbation 
experiment 
This should be at a location where the baseline conditions are ame-
nable to both observations and modeling. This would differ from 
earlier work that performed short- duration deliberate emission ex-
periments (85). For example, one could envision a site on an island 
with minimal topography so as to reduce disruptions to the airflow. 
Such an experiment, complemented by routine LES modeling and 
ongoing observations from geostationary satellites, as well as in situ 
sampling by UASs, other airborne platforms, and surface- based in-
struments, will illuminate the effectiveness of MCB for a range of 
meteorological and cloud conditions at that location and with a 
well- defined aerosol source. It would also allow for testing of emis-
sions of varying aerosol particle sizes and concentrations, composi-
tion, duration, and intensity, more analogous to proposed MCB 
approaches than ship emissions. Note, however, that a single- point 
source would create a distinct track and therefore differ from the 
suggested implementation of MCB injections in which routine 
spraying would create a higher sea salt concentration background, 
making individual fresh plumes less discernible.
Closure experiments
These represent a rigorous test of our understanding of how aerosol 
perturbations project onto essential aspects of marine boundary 
layer cloud systems—namely, changes in drop concentration and 
ultimately upward shortwave flux. To establish confidence in the 
fundamentals of aerosol growth to droplet sizes, one compares the 
observed drop concentrations to the drop concentrations calculated 
based on measurements of aerosol size distribution and composi-
tion, in concert with updraft velocities [see, e.g., (86–88)]. This so- 
called “activation” of an aerosol particle to form a droplet is defined 
as the point at which a nascent haze particle at equilibrium with its 
environment reaches a critical size large enough for it to grow freely 
as a droplet. Some of the larger aerosol particles will lag behind their 
equilibrium size and, strictly speaking, will not activate. Regardless, 
their haze sizes will be large enough for them to participate in cloud 
microphysical processes [see, e.g., (89)] and reflect sunlight. Droplet 
activation is driven by water vapor supersaturation, which is in turn 
a function of the local cloud updraft and aerosol particle sizes. For a 
given updraft, the competition for water vapor between ambient 
and seeded particles will determine just how many droplets are 
formed. The combination of parcel model calculations and detailed 
in  situ observations allows for the evaluation of detailed size and 
composition effects on uncertainty in drop concentration enhance-
ment (90). Equally critical will be closure studies that assess the de-
gree to which aerosol and cloud microphysical properties produce 
calculated radiative properties similar to those measured directly by 
surface- based or space- borne sensors [see, e.g., (91, 92)]. These 
studies will help characterize the degree of brightening for different 
background aerosol, seeded aerosol, cloud, and meteorological con-
ditions [see, e.g., (73)].
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Testing particle spraying technology from an  
ocean- based platform
The size distribution of injected particles will likely need to be 
optimized to avoid excessive evaporation of cloud water and/or 
precipitation formation. A perturbation experiment would provide the 
opportunity to test the ability of current nozzle designs to produce 
haze droplets of desired sizes in the marine environment (93).
New laboratory facilities 
Such facilities, focused on aerosol and cloud microphysics will ad-
dress gaps in process understanding. Models, particularly fine- scale 
models such as microphysically detailed parcel models and LES with 
embedded cloud parcel models (66), will benefit from improvements 
in our understanding of activation, droplet growth, entrainment, 
cloud processing of aerosol, onset of collision- coalescence, and the 
role of giant cloud condensation nuclei, all in a turbulent environment 
[see, e.g., (94)]. Few laboratory facilities capable of addressing all of 
these processes exist at this time. An envisioned cloud chamber facil-
ity called the Aerosol- Cloud- Drizzle Convection Chamber (ACDC2) 
is currently in design for possible future implementation (95). It is 
larger than the existing Michigan Tech Π Convection- Cloud Cham-
ber (96) and will extend droplet lifetimes, enabling the investigation 
of a wider range of liquid cloud processes that are relevant to MCB: 
activation, droplet growth by condensation, and the initiation of 

collision- coalescence in a turbulent medium, as well as coupling these 
processes with the aerosol (97). Specific to MCB, cloud chamber ex-
periments plus parcel modeling will lead to a better understanding of 
the interplay between the background aerosol population and the 
seeded particle sizes.
Opportunistic experiments
Our primary sources of aerosol- cloud data—in situ airborne, satellite- 
based remote sensing, and surface remote sensing—provide large 
volumes of data on MCB- target clouds, some of which include op-
portunistic seeding experiments associated with natural volcanic 
emissions, biomass burning, individual ship tracks, designated ship-
ping lanes, urban point sources, and urban plumes (17, 98, 99). For 
shipping in particular, new regulations that took effect in 2020 have 
markedly reduced the sulfur content of marine fuels and have already 
led to notable declines in ship- track occurrence (35, 36) as well as 
changes in cloud microphysical properties within shipping corridors 
(45). This presents an opportunity for a better understanding of the 
changes in cloud response and their implications for MCB. Emissions 
from large volcanic eruptions have been shown to provide far more 
extensive regional perturbations to cloud fields than ship tracks, en-
abling a more robust test of the representation of aerosol- cloud- 
climate interactions within ESMs [see, e.g., (19, 100, 101)]. However, 
the scarcity in the observational record of such large- scale events 

Fig. 4. An integrated approach to a marine cloud brightening research program comprising laboratory facilities, field experiments, and modeling. Laboratory 
facilities such as cloud chambers together with observations at a range of scales will help improve the representation of physical processes in models. Parcel models, large 
eddy models, and cloud- resolving models will inform the global model activities to improve the reliability of regional climate responses. The earth view image is courtesy 
of the european Organisation for the exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (eUMeTSAT).
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across a wide range of geographic and meteorological conditions 
means that, while useful, they are incomplete. In general, interpreting 
opportunistic experiments in the context of MCB requires taking into 
account anticipated disparities in aerosol size and composition, dura-
tion, and spatial extent. Nevertheless, these events offer important op-
portunities for observational and modeling studies from microphysical 
to global scales [see, e.g., (101)]. Dedicated field campaigns could be 
designed to sample opportunistic experiments using measurements 
and modeling tools similar to the single- point emission experiments 
described above. Being prepared to expand data collection in re-
sponse to unpredictable events such as volcanic eruptions would posi-
tion the community to collect valuable data without the long lead 
times typical of field campaigns.
Assessment of vertical mixing in a variety of conditions
A dedicated field experiment would ascertain the degree to which 
sea spray aerosol emitted by generators near the surface would reach 
the cloud base in a variety of conditions. Applying proposed real- world 
injection rates over extended periods and in different atmospheric 
conditions would provide an evaluation of how many of the gener-
ated particles reach clouds and whether evaporation of droplets in 
the lowest ~100 m might adversely influence the atmospheric mix-
ing state and inhibit vertical transport (69, 102, 103).

Scaling up to global scales
The success of an MCB program depends on whether local cloud 
brightening will scale sufficiently to provide a globally relevant im-
pact. Assessing the scalability of MCB requires a solid understand-
ing of aerosol- meteorological co- variability, i.e., whether the natural 
covariation of background aerosol and meteorological conditions 
presents clouds that will brighten considerably if seeded. The sus-
ceptibility of a cloud to brightening depends on the background 
aerosol loading (if it is high already, brightening will be relatively 
ineffective) as well as on the meteorological conditions (more sta-
ble, shallow marine boundary layers tend to produce more suscep-
tible clouds) (33). Assessing susceptibility over large areas relies 
heavily on meteorological reanalysis, satellite- based measurements 
of cloud macro-  and microscale properties, and aerosol column 
measurements. Even considering the numerous field experiments 
that have taken place over oceans [see, e.g., (55, 104–107)], aerosol 
measurements in the remote marine environment are not nearly as 
well sampled in situ as over land. Taking into account geographical 
location, time of day, and season, the following would need to 
be assessed.
The robustness of susceptibility in target areas and the 
potential for brightening
Do conditions favoring susceptible clouds occur frequently enough 
and over large enough areas to generate cooling of sufficient magni-
tude? How many of the world’s stratocumulus decks would repre-
sent viable targets? Do these target areas behave similarly in terms of 
their ability to generate cooling if seeded? At what time of day and 
during what season do these targets present themselves for a given 
stratocumulus deck? Should we consider targeting the extratropical 
oceans, an area where studies seem to indicate positive liquid water 
path adjustments (101, 108), or perhaps even Arctic clouds over the 
open ocean to slow the dangerous positive feedback involving 
greenhouse gas warming, sea ice, and clouds [see, e.g., (109)]? A 
globally applied metric based on the product of brightening poten-
tial and frequency of occurrence of cloud cover has been proposed 
[see, e.g., (73)]; other metrics should be explored.

Predictability of liquid water and cloud fraction adjustments 
and their timescales
Liquid water and cloud fraction adjustments have the potential 
to determine whether aerosol injections will create brighter or 
darker cloudy scenes. Aerosol perturbations brighten clouds with-
in 10 min of particles entering the cloud, but the clouds then adjust 
to these perturbations with a timescale of roughly 1 day as the ef-
fects of the initial perturbation propagate through the cloudy 
boundary layer system (28, 110, 111). The delay in adjustment 
could have a substantial impact on the offsetting or enhancement 
of the original perturbation, as brightening only matters during 
daylight hours and is more effective at small solar zenith angles. 
Solar absorption is also highest near solar noon and depends on 
cloud amount as well as cloud drop concentration, factors which 
also affect adjustment and its timescales (102). Quantifying these 
timescales is essential.
Amounts (mass of material), size distribution, durations, and 
intervals for maximum impact of seeding
Very little research exists on the topic of matching seeding amounts 
and strategies to desired cooling. Largely, this is because quantitative 
observations of cloud response to ambient marine boundary layer 
aerosol are lacking. Perturbation studies of the kind discussed above 
will provide important insights (112).
Modeling at a range of scales
This effort, focused on different research objectives will play a 
number of important roles in assessing the scale- up. Routine LES 
modeling of a broad range of real case studies (on the order of 30 
per season, per location) at the mesoscale has proven very useful in 
other settings [see, e.g., (113)]. Initializing LES models with ob-
served initial and boundary conditions (e.g., soundings and surface 
fluxes) and then comparing the simulated cloud fields to observa-
tions for a range of commonly occurring meteorological conditions 
will improve our confidence in the ability of LES models to repro-
duce observed cloud fields and their susceptibility to aerosol. Multi-
model ensembles will further establish robustness. The relative 
dearth of surface in situ and surface remote sensing measurements 
in the remote marine environment will require heavier reliance on 
reanalysis, ship- based soundings, and satellite retrievals of cloud 
microphysics, amount, and radiative fluxes.

The need to obtain a robust understanding of responses in global 
circulation in the context of future climate scenarios is key to MCB 
deployment. Circulation responses and attendant changes in cloud-
iness, especially at the spatial resolution of nation states and ecosys-
tems, are uncertain and occur against the background of an 
uncertain response to anthropogenic greenhouse gasses (77). At 
present, studies evaluating the impacts of MCB on regional climate 
are limited in scope relative to the rigorous analysis performed to 
characterize other future scenarios. The implications of this knowl-
edge gap are enormous, not only because of physical science uncer-
tainties but also because of deep concerns about environmental 
justice that would arise from the inequitable distribution of benefits 
and risks. For example, the global simulations of Jones et al. (81) 
point to a sharp decrease in precipitation in the Amazon in response 
to simulated MCB, when seeding occurs in the South Atlantic, lead-
ing to a strong localized cooling in the area. These teleconnections 
between South Atlantic sea surface temperatures and precipitation 
over northeastern Brazil have been documented in observational 
analyses (114). Subsequent studies using different models find 
weaker or negligible drying responses in this region [see, e.g., (83, 
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115)] suggesting substantial inter- model uncertainty [reviewed in 
(76)]. Fasullo et al. (116)suggest, based on climate modeling studies, 
that smoke from the 2019/2020 wildfire season in eastern Australia 
brightened the clouds in the southeastern Pacific and cooled the 
ocean surface enough to contribute to the establishment of the un-
usually persistent La Niña event of 2020–2023 [see also (83)].

The Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) 
climate model intercomparison efforts [see, e.g., (82)] to evaluate 
inter- model consistency will be valuable as a framework for exploring 
scenarios that apply idealized albedo perturbations in different target 
regions to test the robustness of circulation changes. Assessment of 
differential regional responses to MCB with respect to variables such 
as temperature, precipitation, water availability, and crop yields are 
of particular interest. Parallel intercomparison projects of the “no MCB 
in a warming world” would provide important context for what 
might happen without an intervention (“a risk- risk assessment”). 
Expanding the range of intercomparison projects would further help 
to resolve the provenance of model differences. Models using region-
ally refined meshes over areas of interest (117) or multimodeling/
multiscale frameworks (51) may help to resolve the aerosol- cloud 
dynamical processes and spatial granularity of climate responses 
and associated risks to populations (particularly coastal versus in- 
land communities) either within or outside the target seeding or 
climate impact region.

Detection of MCB
Any MCB program will need systems in place to detect the degree of 
cloud brightening from space and reduction in downwelling short-
wave radiation at the surface. A small number of studies have indi-
cated that perturbations at scales on the order of 100 km in shipping 
lanes would require several years to detect with existing satellite- 
based systems (44, 45), depending on the magnitude of the pertur-
bation relative to the natural variability in cloud albedo (60). 
Speeding up this process is crucial to determining whether MCB is 
working as intended or whether it might need to be modified to 
achieve different goals. Approaches include the following.
Refined algorithms or instruments
These are required for retrieving important geophysical variables 
from space, particularly from geostationary platforms, and leverag-
ing the complementary advantages of polar- orbiting and geosta-
tionary satellite measurements. Machine learning is increasingly 
being used to enhance the quality of such products—e.g., the re-
trieval of cloud optical depth in broken cloud fields (118) and aero-
sol optical depth in the aerosol- cloud continuum region close to 
clouds (119). Commensurate with cloud brightening detected by 
space- borne sensors, a decrease in downwelling solar radiation 
(dimming) could be identified by surface- based sensors (120–123).
Undetected tracks
Assessment of the contribution of undetected tracks to brightening 
has recently been done indirectly, i.e., by tracking the particle source 
over the duration of the perturbation rather than searching for a 
weak signal in a noisy background (42). Using this approach, detec-
tion of in-  versus out- of- track albedo changes can be achieved with-
in months; however, because of the inherently weak signal- to- noise 
ratio in such situations, detection times are still likely to be multiple 
years over larger regions, and in-  versus out- of- track comparisons 
may misrepresent adjustments due to the generation of secondary 
circulation [see, e.g., (71)]. A lack of access to ship position data at a 
reasonable cost also limits our ability to research undetected tracks. 

Other detection methods
Detection methods that leverage knowledge of the seeding plume 
location over time, such as a passive tracer co- emitted with the seed-
ing agent, a unique pattern of dispersal, and the frequency/intensity 
of dispersal, might also improve detectability.

STRONG CONSENSUS
In discussions of the research program outlined above, one unifying 
theme stood out: Routine field activities tightly coordinated with 
modeling and satellite remote sensing to test critical components of 
proposed MCB activities. Such an effort would cover a range of activi-
ties: particle generation and delivery to clouds, local detection of cloud 
brightening, regional responses, and global assessments of radiative 
forcing. At every step of the way, experimental work would be comple-
mented by modeling activities to test all aspects of our understanding 
of the system. The scope of the problem is broad- sweeping: It requires 
everything from particle generator development to routine field ex-
periments in a variety of conditions to improvements in the represen-
tation of the modeling of the system at a range of scales to enhancement 
in detection. The research would address what we consider the most 
serious physical risk, i.e., that circulation changes induced by an MCB 
intervention could induce heterogeneous regional temperature and 
precipitation responses that inequitably impact populations and put 
sensitive ecosystems at risk. Many of the practical aspects are laid out 
above and in the workshop report (65). Most require sustained 
decadal- scale support—particularly for routine experimentation and 
model development. The benefits would be commensurate: The effort 
would serve both the goals of understanding the viability of MCB, as 
well as the broader goal of reducing uncertainties in the radiative forc-
ing of aerosol- cloud interactions.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Optimization with a bespoke approach
As noted, clouds are not all created equal—some are more suscep-
tible to aerosol injections than others, depending on their albedo 
and the meteorological and background aerosol conditions. To the 
extent that optimal brightening conditions can be robustly estab-
lished (73), a bespoke approach to MCB, rather than routine spray-
ing under all conditions, might have a higher probability of a more 
desirable outcome, with the caveat that logistical challenges could 
increase considerably. More specifically, a bespoke approach will 
need to address many of the contingencies addressed above as well 
as those identified in a comprehensive research program. The four 
key aspects follow.
Optimizing seeded size distributions
There is no single optimal size and seeding rate for all cloud condi-
tions (66). Establishing how to optimally match seeded particle size, 
injection rates, and durations to ambient aerosol and cloud condi-
tions is very important.
Delivery to cloud
Shallower boundary layers tend to provide opportunities for more ef-
ficient mixing of particles into the cloud and more effective brighten-
ing. Nevertheless, deep boundary layers with stratiform low cloud 
coupled locally by cumulus convection may benefit appreciably from 
seeding: Cumulus detrainment into adjacent open cells has been dem-
onstrated to accelerate the transition to a high cloud fraction, reflective 
state (124). Conversely, deeper boundary layers tend to have stronger 
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negative liquid water adjustments, except perhaps in the case of “invis-
ible” tracks (42). It is important to establish the pros and cons of seed-
ing shallower versus deeper boundary layers [see, e.g., (43, 73, 125)].
Targeting the more susceptible clouds
Liquid water and cloud fraction adjustments to aerosol injections 
have a strong impact on whether cloud fields become brighter. A 
concerted effort to understand the relationship between the meteoro-
logical/aerosol state and these adjustments is at the heart of the opti-
mization of MCB. For example, MCB might be optimized by seeding 
during particular times of the day (e.g., in the early morning hours 
before precipitation) (79, 126), and during specific seasons when 
meteorological and aerosol patterns indicate a higher probability of 
susceptible target clouds. Ultimately, any targeting of clouds based on 
their susceptibility would need to consider the balance of susceptibil-
ity, frequency of occurrence, and spatial coverage. For example, one 
might define optimal conditions in a way that includes less- susceptible 
clouds, provided such clouds occur frequently enough and with suf-
ficient coverage. Note that given the 2-  to 3- day lifetime of particles in 
the marine boundary layer, the required spatial coverage and frequen-
cy of MCB injections might create a background haze that will prob-
ably make it harder to optimize the timing and location. If such 
optimization were to be pursued, it would likely rely on a sophisticat-
ed real- time optimization system that would use observations, mod-
eling, and forecasting to identify the most susceptible target clouds.
Understanding regional circulation responses
As climate models evolve, and the representation of low clouds and 
aerosol- cloud interactions in climate models improves, it is impera-
tive that we continue to reevaluate our understanding of MCB im-
pacts on regional circulation patterns and concomitant changes in 
temperature and precipitation patterns [see, e.g., (83, 116)]. A reli-
able climate modeling framework will go a long way toward assisting 
with the optimization of choosing where (location), when (season 
and diurnal cycle), how much (injected mass for given areal cover-
age/frequency of occurrence), and for how long to inject to achieve a 
desirable outcome. The effects of a variable (in time and space) seed-
ing pattern on larger- scale circulation changes, based on optimal 
conditions rather than persistent seeding in prescribed regions, are 
unknown, but we speculate that these might mitigate larger- scale 
uneven circulation responses associated with continuous or contin-
ual seeding in the same location. This, in turn, might reduce the 
probability of spatiotemporal variability in benefits and risks.

If the risks associated with regional circulation responses could 
be adequately resolved, then a more thoughtful, targeted, and scien-
tifically deliberate approach to seeding might be considered. The 
outcome of such a bespoke MCB effort might potentially determine 
the viability of successfully brightening clouds, with the added ben-
efit of doing so in a more efficient manner. The risk, however, is that 
as more of the contingencies are addressed through strategies that 
are tailored for particular conditions, the overall coverage of target 
clouds would diminish, the complexity of implementation would 
increase, and detection might be more challenging. Here too, the 
cost- benefit analysis would require a reliable modeling framework, 
backed by routine satellite- based monitoring of clouds, meteoro-
logical reanalysis, and process- based cloud modeling of real- world, 
well- observed cases.

Marine sky brightening
While not discussed in the workshop, for completeness, we address 
the relatively unexplored but related idea of marine sky brightening 

(MSB), which aims to increase the albedo over oceans via the direct 
scattering of haze droplets [see, e.g., (126, 127)]. MSB might be con-
sidered either a deliberate targeting of clear skies over the oceans, 
for example, in regions that are home to sensitive corals (37), or as a 
salutary byproduct of MCB: Particles emitted inadvertently into 
clear skies or not effectively lofted into partially cloudy skies provide 
an alternate means of generating a more reflective surface than the 
darker underlying ocean (128). We note that by not deliberately tar-
geting the clouds themselves, MSB would suffer from fewer of the 
challenges and uncertainties of MCB—particularly those related to 
the delivery of haze particles to clouds, cloud susceptibility, and liq-
uid water and cloud amount adjustments. MSB still needs to grapple 
with haze droplet generation at sizes that maximize light scattering 
while at the same time contending with sedimentation. The much 
greater mass of salt required for larger particles would substantially 
increase the energy cost of spraying (93) and may make a larger- 
scale deployment impractical. Last, it is also unclear how effective 
MSB would be at global scales and whether regional MSB- related 
cooling might affect the general circulation.

Effective communication
On a practical note, the interaction of scientists working on different 
scales, in different disciplines, and with different approaches will re-
quire a common language for MCB, with consistent (and possibly 
refined) definitions of susceptibility, cloud regimes, and microphys-
ical quantities, among others. In this document, we have consistent-
ly defined susceptibility as a change in reflectance for an incremental 
change in aerosol but other susceptibility metrics such as the change 
in drop concentration per change in aerosol concentration exist. 
Unifying and/or modifying the current aerosol- cloud interaction 
vocabulary will help ensure that the scientific community provides 
clear messages to decision- makers and the public.

More broadly, communication of MCB should be prefaced by 
emphasizing that there exist no scenarios in which MCB would re-
place decarbonization. As in (2), the establishment of a transdisci-
plinary SRM research program should be considered to be conditional 
on the simultaneous commitment to decarbonization. Moreover, 
the value of MCB should be communicated relative to the warming 
at the same level of decarbonization but without MCB.

SUMMARY
MCB is one of the primary proposed SRM approaches to enhancing 
the reflectance of incoming solar radiation to space by seeding ma-
rine boundary layer clouds. This review considers the physical sci-
ence knowledge gaps, viability, and risks associated with MCB. It 
builds on discussions at a recent workshop attended by 31 interna-
tional scientists to assess the state of knowledge in the field of MCB 
and to assess research needs toward reducing unknowns in key 
components of physical science.

Progress in assessing the viability of MCB depends on our ability 
to address knowledge gaps at a range of spatial and temporal scales 
concerning aerosol and cloud microphysics, local and large- scale 
adjustments, aerosol- meteorology covariability, and detection of 
perturbations and their radiative effect. A consensus viewpoint is 
that addressing these knowledge gaps would require routine in situ 
field measurements tightly coordinated with modeling and satellite 
remote sensing to test critical components of proposed MCB activi-
ties. The effort would cover activities across a large range of scales 
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and disciplines encompassing particle generation and delivery to 
clouds, local detection of cloud brightening, regional responses, and 
global assessments of radiative forcing. An integration of experi-
mental work and modeling activities would test all aspects of our 
understanding of the system. It would focus our attention on what 
we consider the most serious physical risk associated with MCB, 
i.e., that circulation changes induced by an MCB intervention 
could induce heterogeneous regional temperature and precipita-
tion responses that inequitably affect populations and put sensi-
tive ecosystems at risk.

A sustained, substantial, and targeted program of research is 
required to address major elements of this approach: continued study 
of natural analogs (e.g., effusive volcanoes and ship tracks), long- 
duration controlled point source emissions, focused field campaigns 
applying controlled perturbations, laboratory studies, routine model-
ing of aerosol- cloud systems at the large eddy scale, model intercom-
parison efforts across the full range of scales, and analysis of existing 
observations in the context of reanalysis model data. Many of the 
knowledge gaps associated with MCB exist in areas of study already 
familiar to the broader field of climate forcing by aerosol- cloud inter-
actions, and the path forward is clearer though challenging (129). 
Some, like particle generation and delivery to the cloud, include more 
specific but seemingly manageable MCB challenges.

Two key themes stand out as particularly challenging: the first is 
the lack of a clear understanding of the relationship between aero-
sol and meteorological conditions and liquid water and cloud frac-
tion adjustments and their timescales. These adjustments exert a 
strong control over whether aerosol injections will brighten cloudy 
scenes. The second is the need for models that can robustly simu-
late the influence of local/regional MCB on global circulation pat-
terns. As noted, changes in these circulation patterns have the 
potential to create regions of the world that benefit from MCB as 
well as others that might suffer. Regional changes in temperature 
and rainfall could influence heat stress, water availability, crop pro-
ductivity (130), and the ability of communities to thrive. Representing 
such regional responses in global climate models requires a compre-
hensive and coordinated effort of multiscale modeling, with appropri-
ate constraints from laboratory measurements and field observations 
as part of an iterative and integrated research program (Fig. 4).

An understanding of these large- scale manifestations of MCB 
requires modeling tools that do not currently exist. Given the ethical 
ramifications, models must be able to provide reliable projections of 
shifts in circulation patterns and accompanying changes in temper-
ature and precipitation before an active MCB program is undertak-
en. Achieving such advances in models requires expanded in  situ 
observations to constrain and differentiate model processes at small 
scales, and microphysical specificity that is not retrievable from 
remote sensing.

This paper has raised the notion of a bespoke approach to MCB 
implementation, aimed at targeting the more susceptible clouds at 
locations, times of the day, synoptic periods, and seasons when satel-
lite remote sensing suggests the highest impact. A thoughtful, scien-
tifically deliberate approach like this is appealing. It might mean a 
higher likelihood of local success if the challenges can be overcome, 
and possibly improved detection. However, it would come at the ex-
pense of reduced spatial and temporal coverage. A bespoke approach 
will be more difficult to implement since it will require advance no-
tice of meteorological and background aerosol conditions and ad-
justments to, for example, nozzles and seeding locations. If it were to 

be adopted, we speculate that the effects of a variable seeding pattern 
(in time and space) based on optimal conditions might mitigate the 
negative impacts on larger- scale circulation associated with continu-
ous or continual seeding in the same location [see, e.g., (81)]. In 
turn, this might have less chance of creating a strong spatial imprint 
of response and attendant risks of undesirable outcomes. A rigorous 
MCB model intercomparison would be required to establish the ro-
bustness of outcomes. Understanding the trade- offs will be a consid-
erable challenge.

This paper has focused on the physical science knowledge gaps in 
assessing the viability and risks of MCB. We reiterate the message in 
the NASEM Report (2) that the viability of MCB will depend on 
resolving both the physical science questions as well as the broader 
social, ethical, ecological, economic, public health, and governance 
aspects of the problem and that MCB will be ineffective without the 
simultaneous commitment to decarbonization.
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